
Why Being An ‘Expert’ 
Is Making You Useless 

On Facebook

http://frontdeskseo.com/facebook-twitter-marketing/


Introduction



1:  You Focus Every Post On Creating Value

You make sure that every update is valuable - helpful tips, industry updates, and inspirational 

quotes. Your strategy is to provide high-quality, useful info and nothing else.

This seems like a great idea (as you‟ll soon learn, tactics that appear totally reasonable have 

a surprising backfire rate on Facebook). But the truth is, only writing “quality” updates can 

make you sound more like robot than a real human being.

Facebook is a SOCIAL network, and that means getting down with some socializing. Think of 

it as being akin to an open house in your business where you‟ve invited potential customers  

to come mix and mingle. 

Think about how your current dialogue sounds.

Potential customer at your mixer: Hey there. Glad to meet you. 

You: Laser hair removal special offer for Summer!

Potential customer: Uuuuh OK, I didn‟t know that. Anyway, what brings you here?

You: Restylane is growing in popularity report.

Potential customer:  Fascinating. So anyway, I don‟t want to monopolize your time. Nice to 

meet you.

You: Botox is for men too!

Facebook FAIL!

Just focusing on „expert‟ information will push you right past the human relationship. Whoops!

I‟m not saying that you need to eliminate the tips and quotes from your news feed, but what is 

all this posturing really doing? To be seen as a true expert, it takes a bit more than a few 

nuggets of wisdom. So drop the act - stop announcing „stuff‟ and start engaging people.



2:  You Avoid Adding Your Personality



3:  You’re Trolling For Customers



4:  You’re Boring My Socks Off



5:  You’re Perched Up On A Pedestal

You know how VIP areas work right? (I lived in Manhattan so I‟m well versed in this.) The 

chosen few sit behind velvet ropes and bouncers while everyone else admires from afar. You 

can try and talk to the VIPs but they sure aren‟t talking to you!

You‟re not be trying to be a snob but you may well be coming off as aloof and uninterested.

Every find yourself thinking that you don‟t know what to say or that everything you write 

sounds forced or you‟re scared of that input box? If these are the thoughts that are going 

through your head every time you sign on Facebook I can diagnose your problem right now –

Facebook isn‟t working for you because you aren‟t talking enough!

If you‟re in any social situation, how much traction are you going to get if you stand in the 

corner all by yourself? Most of the “business juice” on Facebook comes not from sending out 

updates but from talking (also known as building relationships) with real people. 

Staying silent can make you come across like you don‟t care about engaging with others - like 

you‟re only interested in what they can do for you: not a way to start a relationship.

If you have trouble thinking of what to fill that little box with here‟s the good news - you don‟t 

have to think of anything brilliant. You just have to reply to what your fans are saying.

If you check out businesses with large followings, you might be surprised to find that the vast 

majority of their interactions are replies. They spend less time announcing, and more time 

engaged in conversations. 

Just talk to your fans and start a conversation as if they were in your business making small 

talk. Simple.



6:  You’re Not Opening The Toolbox



7:  Time x Effort = Results
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